Effective Date: January 1st, 2020

RCI Travel Terms & Conditions

1. Your booking of any travel product or service that may be offered by RCI from time to time, without
the use of Trading Power or Points (each, “RCI Travel Product”) is subject to these RCI Travel Terms
& Conditions as well as any other terms and conditions regarding your applicable RCI membership.
For clarity, your RCI membership terms and conditions will prevail over these RCI Travel Terms &
Conditions in the event of conflict in provisions.

2. RCI may at any time, in its sole discretion, add, amend or terminate any RCI Travel Product.

3. RCI and each provider of RCI Travel Products (each, an “RCI Travel Provider”) are separate and distinct
entities, and RCI may not have control over the operation of certain RCI Travel Providers.

4. Unless otherwise stated, RCI Members will not earn any rewards not expressly specified herein on
any RCI Travel Product transaction.

5. Additional restrictions and terms and conditions may apply for any particular RCI Travel Product
transaction. Please refer to the individual RCI Travel Provider for such restrictions and any other
additional terms and conditions.

6. The provision of RCI Travel Products is subject to availability and certain blackout dates may be
imposed by RCI or the RCI Travel Provider without notice.

7. Unless otherwise stated at the time of booking, all RCI Travel Product transactions are completely
non-refundable, non-changeable and nontransferable and are subject to the terms and conditions of
the applicable RCI Travel Provider in addition to these RCI Travel Terms & Conditions and any other
applicable RCI terms and conditions.

8. RCI does not warrant the suitability, safety or security of resort activities, guides, vendors or service
providers described herein. It is the RCI Member’s responsibility to investigate the safety and
suitability of any activity, and the credentials and fitness of any guide, vendor or service provider, and
RCI Members participate at their own risk. RCI expressly disclaims any express or implied warranty or
any liability in connection with such resort activities, guides, vendors or service providers. Information
about RCI Travel Provider’s products or services published by RCI is based on information obtained
from the particular RCI Travel Provider. Therefore, RCI cannot accept responsibility for, and shall have
no liability for any inaccurate, incomplete or misleading information in connection with the products
or services offered by any RCI Travel Provider.

9. Any applicable vendor, guide, or service provider may, in its sole discretion, impose additional fees,
terms, conditions and restrictions to any activity or service, and such additional fees, terms, conditions
and restrictions are subject to change at the sole discretion of the respective service provider, guide
or vendor. It is the responsibility of the RCI Member to determine if any such additional fees, terms,
conditions and restrictions apply to their transaction. RCI does not warrant the availability of third
party activities or services.

10. RCI may amend these RCI Travel Terms & Conditions at any time in its sole discretion.